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Abstract We present a natural element method to treat
higher-order spatial derivatives in the Cahn–Hilliard equa-
tion. The Cahn–Hilliard equation is a fourth-order nonlinear
partial differential equation that allows to model phase sep-
aration in binary mixtures. Standard classical C0-continuous
finite element solutions are not suitable because primal varia-
tional formulations of fourth-order operators are well-defined
and integrable only if the finite element basis functions are
piecewise smooth and globally C1-continuous. To ensure
C1-continuity, we develop a natural-element-based spatial
discretization scheme. The C1-continuous natural element
shape functions are achieved by a transformation of the
classical Farin interpolant, which is basically obtained by
embedding Sibsons natural element coordinates in a
Bernstein–Bézier surface representation of a cubic simplex.
For the temporal discretization, we apply the (second-order
accurate) trapezoidal time integration scheme supplemented
with an adaptively adjustable time step size. Numerical
examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency of the
computational algorithm in two dimensions. Both periodic
Dirichlet and homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
are applied. Also constant and degenerate mobilities are con-
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sidered. We demonstrate that the use ofC1-continuous natural
element shape functions enables the computation of topolog-
ically correct solutions on arbitrarily shaped domains.
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1 Introduction

The understanding of phase separation is extremely crucial
not only when in understanding the formation of natu-
ral materials, for example in geophysics, but also when
designing novel highly functional materials, for example
in process engineering, chemistry, physics, and material
sciences. Phase separation phenomena are characterized
through a multicomponent mixture that spontaneously sep-
arates and forms domains pure in each component. Usually,
phase separation is induced by cooling down the mixture as
the free energy reaches a critical value.

The Cahn–Hilliard equation is widely used to characterize
the kinetics and morphology evolution of phase separation
in a mathematical sense. Typical examples are multiphase
fluid flow [4,10], image processing [8], mineral exsolution
and growth [21], biological applications [20], and polymer
science [31], just to name a few. Phase separation or spinod-
al decomposition requires uphill diffusion in which material
moves against the concentration gradients and is driven by
gradients in the chemical potential. These processes are gov-
erned by the competition of two energies, a local configura-
tional energy, expressed in terms of one of the concentrations,
and a surface energy, expressed in terms of concentration gra-
dients. Initial stages of the phase separation process minimize
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the configurational energy by driving the local concentra-
tions into the two valleys of the energy potential which can
be associated with the pure phases. Later stages minimize
the surface energy by larger single-phase domains succes-
sively absorbing smaller pure phase regions, minimizing the
interface area between the individual phases.

Computational solutions to the Cahn–Hilliard equation
are extremely challenging for multiple reasons. First, ini-
tial phase separation and surface energy minimization take
place on different time scales, requiring an adaptive time
stepping scheme. Second, the configurational energy is a
highly nonlinear function in the concentration, requiring an
iterative solution procedure when utilizing unconditionally
stable implicit time integration schemes. Third, and proba-
bly most critical, the surface energy is associated with fourth-
order gradients, requiring a higher-order interpolation of the
numerical discretization scheme.

Phase separation phenomena have conventionally been
studied through sharp interface models and phase field mod-
els. Sharp interface models require the solution of mov-
ing boundaries. The partial differential equations for each
phase are solved individually, satisfying the energy balance
and the Gibbs Thompson equation coupled with the inter-
face boundary condition, e.g., the Stefan condition, between
the individual phases. Typical computational representa-
tives along these lines are front tracking methods [28] and
level-set-based interface capturing methods [22,24].

In this sense, phase field methods are probably more
straightforward and therefore more widely used. For sim-
ple regular non-moving domains, classical finite different
schemes [5,15] or spectral approximation schemes [13,19]
provide excellent solutions. In the case of complex non-
constant domains, however, finite element schemes seem to
be an unavoidable choice [1,6,9]. The presence of fourth-
order operators requires basis functions that are piecewise
smooth and globally C1-continuous. There are very few finite
elements formulations that possess C1-continuity while at the
same time being applicable to complex geometries [16]. On
arbitrary unstructured meshes, C1-continuous spaces of com-
plete piecewise polynomials typically require an undesirable
increase of the polynomial degree to ensure optimal accuracy.
To elegantly solve the issue of constructing conforming func-
tion spaces on non-conforming adaptively refined meshes,
a powerful novel algorithm has been proposed, in which
each element is treated as a piecewise-polynomial macroel-
ement [25]. To circumvent these limitations and conceptual
complexities, the fourth-order Cahn–Hilliard equation can be
rephrased to yield two second-order equations, reducing the
continuity requirement to C0, and introducing the local and
nonlocal concentrations as primary unknown at each node
[21,29]. Alternatively, discontinuous Galerkin methods have
been proposed in which continuity at internal element bound-
aries is enforced in a weak sense inspired by the interior

penalty method [30]. Recently, meshless methods [32] and
isogeometric analysis [16,17] have been proposed to solve
the Cahn–Hilliard equation. The latter approach has strong
similarities with the higher-order natural element method
[26], which we have recently successfully applied to solve
the fourth-order differential equations of gradient elasticity
[14,23]. This has inspired the design of a natural element
scheme for the Cahn–Hilliard equation.

This manuscript is organized as follows. To set the stage,
a brief derivation of the Cahn–Hilliard equation is given in
Section 2. In Sect. 3, we illustrate the basic features of the
natural element method and demonstrate the derivation of
its C0- and C1-continuous shape functions. Details related
to the numerical implementation of the C1-continuous natu-
ral element method for the Cahn–Hilliard equation are dis-
cussed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we demonstrate the basic features
of the proposed algorithm in terms of selected benchmark
problems. A critical discussion concludes this manuscript in
Sect. 6.

2 The Cahn–Hilliard equation

Let us consider a binary mixture of two constituents with c
and [ 1 ! c ] as their respective concentrations. The concen-
tration c satisfies the condition 0 " c " 1. Pure phases are
obtained for c = 0 and c = 1. Let the binary mixture occupy
an open, simply connected region in space, ! # Rd, with
dimension d = 1, 2, or 3. According to the Cahn–Hilliard
equation, the temporal evolution ċ of the concentration c is
governed by the following diffusion equation,

ċ = !$ · j with j = !M $µ (1)

where the flux of concentrations j is driven by gradients in
the chemical potential $µ weighted by the mobility M > 0,

ċ = $ · (M $µ). (2)

The chemical potential µ can be expressed through the var-
iational derivative, µ = "c(#

c) = $c(#
c) ! $ · ($$c(#

c)),
in terms of the free energy density #c = #con(c) +
#sur($c). Here, #con(c) denotes the configurational energy
parameterized in terms of the local concentration c. This is
given by

#con = RT [c log c + [1 ! c] log (1 ! c) + 2% c [1 ! c]].
(3)

In the above Eq. (3), R is the gas constant expressed in units
of energy per Kelvin per volume, Tc is the critical tempera-
ture, i.e., the temperature at which the two phases attain the
same composition, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin
and % = Tc / T is a dimensionless number which represents
the ratio between the critical and the absolute temperatures
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Fig. 1 Typical double-well shape of the non-convex configurational
energy #con as a function of the concentration c. The spinodal points
cC and cD are separating the stable and unstable regions. The bino-
doal points cA and cB are given by the common tangent condition
$c#

con(cA) = $c#
con(cB). At these points, the configurational energy

takes a minimum

Tc and T . The contribution of the configurational energy to
the chemical potential will be denoted as µc = $c#

con.
Further, #sur($c) denotes the surface energy parameter-

ized in terms of the concentration gradients $c. Here we
assume a quadratic function for the surface energy

#sur = &||$c||2, (4)

where the parameter & is related to an internal length scale l as
& = l2 RT . Its contribution to the chemical potential takes the
following explicit representation, !$ · ($$c#

sur) = ! &'c.
The chemical potential can now be expressed as

µ = $c#
con ! $ · ($$c#

sur). (5)

By inserting these considerations in Eq. (2), we obtain the
classical fourth-order diffusion equation which is typically
attributed to Cahn and Hilliard [2,3].

ċ = $ · (M$(µc ! &'c)). (6)

Remark 1 (Spinodal decomposition) The domain of the con-
figurational free energy #con consists of three separate
regions, with two convex single-well regions surrounding
a non-convex unstable spinodal region at the center. The two
points cC and cD with $2

c #con = 0 which are separating these
regions are called the spinodal points. The two characteristic
points cA and cB external to the spinodal region and given
by the common tangent condition $c#

con(cA) = $c#
con(cB)

are called binodal points. At these points, the configurational
energy takes a minimum. For particular parameterizations
though, #con might have a single well and admit a single

phase only. A typical function for the configurational free
energy #con for the non convex case is illustrated in Fig. 1.

To complement the strong form of the Cahn–Hilliard equation
to an initial boundary value problem, let us consider the
domain ! and its boundary ( = $! with an outward unit
normal n, and let us assume it is sufficiently smooth. We
assume the boundary ( is composed of two complemen-
tary parts ( = (c

!
(t = (g

!
(q on which either Dirich-

let or Neumann boundary conditions can be prescribed. In
the strong form, the problem can be stated as follows. Find
c : ! % (0, T ) & R such that

$ · (M$(µc ! &'c)) = ċ in ! % (0, T ) (7a)

c = c̄ on (c % (0, T ) (7b)

$c · n = ḡ on (g % (0, T ) (7c)

M$ (µc ! &'c) · n = t̄ on (t % (0, T ) (7d)

M&'c = q̄ on (q % (0, T ) (7e)

c(x, 0) = c0(x) in ! (7f)

In the above equation, ċ is the temporal evolution of the con-
centration c. The boundary conditions here are represented in
a general form. Equations (7b) and (7c) constitute the Dirich-
let boundary conditions on the concentration and its normal
gradient. Equations (7d) and (7e) constitute the Neumann
boundary conditions. The condition $nc = ḡ on (g has been
used in the original derivation of the Cahn–Hilliard equation.
These boundary conditions are also evident from the weak
form and are discussed in a later section.

Remark 2 (Degenerate versus constant mobility) In most
physical applications, the mobility M is assumed as M =
D c [ 1 ! c ]/[RT ], where D is the diffusivity which has
units of length2/time. The above relationship for the mobility
restricts the diffusion process primarily to the interfacial
zones and is commonly referred to as degenerate mobility.
This phenomenon is typically observed in physical situa-
tions where the movement of atoms is confined to the inter-
facial region. To simplify the equations, the mobility is often
approximated to be constant M = D/[RT ].
Remark 3 (Chemical potential) The local contribution to the
chemical potential µc = $c#

con is a highly nonlinear func-
tion of the concentration c. It is identical to the potential of
a uniform solution in the absence of phase interfaces. In the
sequel, we consider a thermodynamically consistent function
of the form

µc = RT
"

log
#

c
1 ! c

$
+ 2% [1 ! 2c]

%

Remark 4 (Internal length scale) The parameter & = l2 RT
is a positive constant such that l represents a length scale of
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the problem. This length scale is related to the thickness of the
interface layer that represents the transition between the two
phases. Equations (7) define an appropriate initial boundary
value problem for & > 0. If & = 0, then only Eqs. (7a), (7b)
and (7d) are of relevance.

Remark 5 (Reinterpretation as microforce balance) In the
thermodynamics community, the phase concentration c is
typically referred to as order parameter. Accordingly, the
fourth-order Cahn–Hilliard equation (7a) can be rephrased
as a set of two second-order equations in terms of two
order parameters, the conservative concentration field c and
another non-conservative field c̃. These fields obey equa-
tions that take the form of classical balance equations in
continuum thermodynamics with characteristic source and
flux terms. In a thermodynamic sense, these two equations
can be interpreted as a local microforce balance and a mass
balance with associated energy and working performed by
the order parameters [18].

Remark 6 (Dimensionless form of the Cahn–Hilliard equa-
tion) To avoid numerical difficulties associated with different
spatial and temporal scales, we rephrase the Cahn–Hilliard
equation in a dimensionless form. To this end, we introduce
the non-dimensional space and time coordinates x' = x/L0
and t' = t/T0 where L0 and T0 = L0

4/[D&] are the repre-
sentative length and time scales, respectively. In dimension-
less coordinates, the Cahn–Hilliard equation becomes

$c
$t'

= $' · (M'$'(µ'
c ! ''c))

where $' = L0$, '' = L0
2', M' = M/D, and µc

' =
µc L0

2/&.

3 The natural element method

The Cahn–Hilliard equation contains spatial derivatives of
fourth-order and thus requires an approximation which
is at least C1-continuous. Since classical finite element
formulations have well-known difficulties in satisfying
higher-order continuity requirements, we pursue a spatial
discretization using the natural element method. The natural
element method allows an element-free spatial discretization
which is entirely node based. It ensures quadratic precision of
the interpolant over convex and non-convex boundaries. To
illustrate the natural element discretization of the weak form
of the Cahn–Hilliard equation corresponding to Eq. (7), we
will briefly summarize the natural-element-based interpola-
tion ch. A more detailed description on the implementation
of the method for solid mechanics problems can be found in
[27] and [7]. Let ch ( Sh be the natural element approxima-
tion of the concentration field c. In what follows, we demon-
strate the derivation of C1 continuous natural element shape

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 a First-order Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation of
a set of points. b First-order Voronoi diagram with additional point x.
The shaded area Acde f divided by the area Aabcd of the Voronoi cell
Ṽ (x) defines the Sibson interpolant N 0

7 (x)

functions in two steps. First, we illustrate the derivation of
C0-continuous natural neighbor shape functions N 0. Subse-
quently, we extend the formulation to C1-continuous natural
element shape functions N 1.

3.1 C0-continuous natural neighbor interpolation

The C0-continuous natural neighbor interpolants are the
Sibsons interpolants, based on the first-order Voronoi dia-
gram. Consider a set of nodes N = { p1, p2, . . . , pM } ( Rd .
The first-order Voronoi diagram V(N ) of the set N is a
subdivision of the Euclidian space Rd into convex regions
V ( pI )=

&
x ( Rd : ||x ! pI || < ||x ! pJ || )J *= I

'
called

Voronoi cells. The above definition states that any point in the
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Voronoi cell V ( pI ) is closer to node pI than to any other node
pJ ( N . Figure 2a shows the first-order Voronoi diagram
and the corresponding dual Delaunay triangulation for an
example consisting of eight node points. Figure2b illustrates
how the natural neighbor interpolant is constructed. For the
set of N nodes considered, the Voronoi diagram is first com-
puted. Now, to interpolate the function value at a arbitrary
point x, we insert the point x in the set of nodes N as shown in
Fig. 2b. We denote the new nodal set as Ñ = N + x and the
corresponding Voronoi diagram as Ṽ(Ñ ). The Voronoi cell
of x, Ṽ (x) has k neighboring cells Ṽ ( p1), . . . Ṽ ( pk). The k
nodes p1, p2, . . . , pk are called the natural neighbors of x.
In other words, if x is tessellated along with the nodal set N ,
then, in the newly constructed triangulation based on N and
x, the natural neighbors of x are those nodes that are con-
nected by a Delaunay edge to x. The C0-continuous natural
neighbor interpolant N 0

I about the point x, is thus defined as

N 0
I (x) := A(V ( pI ) , Ṽ (x))

A(Ṽ (x))
, (8)

where A(-) denotes the d-dimensional volume measure. The
Sibson interpolants posses properties such as non negativity,
0 " N 0

I " 1, partition of unity,
(

I N 0
I = 1, interpola-

tion of data, N 0
I (x J ) = "I J , allowing the exact imposition

of essential boundary conditions, and linear completeness,(
I pI N 0

I (x) = x. These interpolants also posses smooth-
ness characteristics such as C.-continuous everywhere
except at the nodes and at the boundaries of the support where
they are C0- and C1-continuous, respectively.

Remark 7 (Illustration of C0-continuous shape functions)
To illustrate the geometric interpretation of C0-continuous
natural element shape functions, consider the Voronoi dia-
gram in Fig. 2b. According to Eq. (8), the C0-continuous nat-
ural element shape function N 0

I (x) with respect to node
p7 is defined as the ratio of the shaded area of overlap
of the Voronoi cell V ( p7) to the total area of the Voronoi
cell of Ṽ (x), i.e., N 0

7 (x) = A(V ( p7) , Ṽ (x)) / Ṽ (x)) =
Acdef / Aabcd. It thus takes the interpretation of the area ratio
of the polygons {cdef} and {abcd}.

3.2 C1-continuous natural neighbor interpolation

To design a C1-continuous natural neighbor interpolation,
we adopt the methodology of generalizing a Bézier patch
over a domain. For this we first construct the Farin’s interpo-
lant [12] by embedding the C0-continuous natural neighbor
interpolants in the cubic Bernstein–Bézier patch represen-
tation of a (k ! 1)-dimensional simplex. The we transform
the Bézier ordinates to the nodal degrees of freedom [26].
Let the point x ( ! # Rd have k natural neighbors, with
N 0

I (x) as the natural neighbor shape function of neighbor
node I with I = 1, . . . , k. Let us collectively summarize

Fig. 3 Projection of the control net of a cubic tetrahedron onto the
plane formed by the natural neighbors of node x

all C0-continuous shape functions associated with point x in
the vector N0 = [N 0

1 (x), N 0
2 (x), N 0

3 (x), . . . , N 0
k (x)]. Since(

I N 0
I (x) = 1, the natural neighbor interpolants N0 can

be considered as barycentric coordinates of a simplex. To
obtain the C1-continuous interpolants, we embed N0 in a
cubic Bernstein–Bézier polynomial, which can be expressed
as follows.

ch
)

N0
*

=
+

|i|=3

B3
i

)
N0

*
bi (9)

In the above equation, i denotes a multi-index notation,
with the norm |i| and factorial i! defined for a cubic case in
terms of its components as |i| := i1 + i2 + · · · + ik = 3
and i! := i1! i2! i3! . . . ik !, respectively. The cubic Bernstein–
Bézier basis functions B3

i can be expressed as B3
i (N0) =

3!
i! [N 0

1 ]i1[N 0
2 ]i2 , . . . , [N 0

k ]ik . Moreover, bi are the Bézier
ordinates associated with the control points yi ( Rd .

yi =
+

|j|=1

B1
j (i/3) pj (10)

where pj are the natural neighbor nodes and form the end
points of the control net. The control points can be inter-
preted as the projections of the control net of the cubic
Bézier polynomial associated with the (k ! 1)-dimensional
simplex onto the plane [11]. For the set of k = 4 natural
neighbors to point x, as shown in Fig. 2b, the projection of
the control net of a cubic tetrahedron on to the plane with
the corresponding ordinates is shown in Fig. 3. Now, the C1

interpolants expressed in terms of the Bézier ordinates bi
in Eq. (9) have to be expressed in terms of the nodal val-
ues of concentration and gradients of concentration to make
them amenable for use in a Galerkin scheme. The vertex
Bézier ordinates are equal to the nodal function values of
concentration bi = ck . The tangent Bézier ordinates between
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nodes are related to their corresponding nodal gradient
values. The remaining Bézier ordinates are related to nodal
function and nodal gradient values so as to obtain quadratic
completeness. Following the procedure outlined in [26], we
can construct a vector B of Bézier basis functions along with
a transformation matrix T to express the Bézier ordinates in
terms of the nodal function values c and nodal gradient values
c,x and c,y ,

ch = B · b = B · T · c = N1c. (11)

The transformation matrix T which maps the nodal function
and gradient values c to the corresponding Bézier ordinates b,
as b = T ·c, is of dimension [k2 +

,k
3

-
]% [3 k], and the vector

of nodal degrees of freedom c = [ c1, c1,x , c1,y, . . . , ck, ck,x ,

ck,y ] is of dimension 3k. Thus, using the transformation
matrix T, we can construct the C1-continuous natural ele-
ment shape functions N1(x) = B(N0(x)) ·T and express the
natural element discretization in a classical format.

ch(x) =
k+

I=1

cI · N1
I (x), (12)

Herein, N1
I (x) = [N 1

3I!2, N 1
3I!1, N 1

3I ] are the cubic shape
functions of node I associated with the nodal degrees of
freedom cI = [c3I!2, c3I!1, c3I ] = [cI , cI,x , cI,y], i.e., the
nodal values of the concentration cI , and the nodal values of
their spatial gradients cI,x and cI,y .

Remark 8 (C1-continuous natural element shape functions)
Most of the properties of the C0-continuous natural ele-
ment shape functions and the Bernstein–Bézier patches are
inherited by the C1-continuous shape functions. They thus
posses desirable properties such as quadratic completeness
and interpolation [26]. Similar to classical cubic Hermitian
shape functions, C1-continuous natural element shape func-
tions interpolate both nodal function values and nodal gradi-
ent values

N 1
3I!2 ( pJ ) = "I J , N 1

3I!1 ( pJ ) = 0, N 1
3I ( pJ ) = 0

N 1
3I!2,x ( pJ ) = 0, N 1

3I!1,x ( pJ ) = "I J , N 1
3I,x ( pJ ) = 0

N 1
3I!2,y ( pJ ) = 0, N 1

3I!1,y ( pJ ) = 0, N 1
3I,y ( pJ ) = "I J .

This property makes them extremely suitable for the numer-
ical treatment of higher-order partial differential equations
such as the Cahn–Hilliard equation. The C1-continuous nat-
ural element shape functions are illustrated in Fig. 4.

4 Numerical formulation

4.1 Weak form of the Cahn–Hilliard equation

Similar to standard Galerkin formulations used in the finite
element context, we obtain the integral form of the Cahn–
Hilliard equation (7) by multiplication with the test function

Fig. 4 Illustration of natural element shape functions. a Grid, b C1-
continuous shape function N3I!2 at node I , c C1 shape functions N3I!1,
and d N3I

w and by integration over the domain !,

R =
.

!

w [ ċ ! $ · ( M $ ( µc ! &'c ))]d!
.= 0. (13)

To obtain the symmetric weak form of the residual, we apply
the standard integration by parts, once for the second-order
term, and twice for the fourth-order term.

R =
.

!

w ċ + 'w M & 'c

+$w · [M$µc + $M& 'c] d!

!
.

(

w M $(µc ! & 'c ) · n

!M & 'c$w · n d(
.= 0 (14)

The third and fourth line of the above equation identify the
standard and higher-order boundary conditions, respectively,
as they appear in the strong form (7). Following the litera-
ture, we suggest either periodic Dirichlet or homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions.

4.2 Temporal discretization: trapezoidal method

To discretize the residual equation (14) in time, we use the
generalized trapezoidal method. To this end, we partition the
time interval of interest into discrete subintervals [tn, tn+1]
with the current increment 't = tn+1 ! tn > 0. From here
on, we omit the index (n+1) for the sake of transparency. We
assume that the concentration cn is known at the beginning of
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the time step tn . Our goal is to find the concentration c at the
end of the current time step 't . The key idea of the general-
ized trapezoidal method is to update the advancement of the
concentration in time, according to the concentration func-
tional )!(c, w) defined as the functional term of the residual

)!(c, w) =
.

!

'w M & 'c

+
.

!

$w · [ M$µc + $M& 'c ] d!

!
.

(

w M $(µc ! & 'c ) · n

!
.

(

M & 'c$w · n d(
.= 0. (15)

Thus in a semi-discretized form, using the generalized
trapezoidal method we write

Rn+* =
.

!

w [c ! cn]d!

+*'t)!(c, w)

+[1 ! *]'t)!(cn, w)
.= 0 (16)

It is seen from Eq. (16) that the generalized trapezoidal inte-
gration scheme with * ( [0, 1] interpolates the functional
)! rather than the concentration c (which is in contrast to
the generalized midpoint rule). The method provides well
defined solution values at the end of every time step. Special
cases are the Euler backward method with * = 1, see e.g.
[16,21]; the trapezoidal method with * = 1

2 , see e.g. [25];
and the Euler forward method with * = 0.

4.3 Spatial discretization: natural element method

As outlined in Sect. 3, we adopt a natural element interpola-
tion of the test and trial functions ch and wh,

wh(x) =
M+

I=1

wI · N1
I (x)

ch(x) =
M+

I=1

cI · N1
I (x). (17)

where M is the number of nodes. In the above equations,
N1

I (x) = [N 1
3I!2, N 1

3I!1, N 1
3I ] are the natural element shape

functions of node I associated with the nodal test function
values wI = [wI , wI,x , wI,y] and with the nodal degrees
of freedom cI = [cI , cI,x , cI,y]. Their gradients can be
expressed as follows,

$wh(x, t) =
M+

I=1

wI · $N1
I (x)

$ch(x, t) =
M+

I=1

cI · $N1
I (x)

(18)

where $N1
I (x) =

"
N 1

3I!2,x N 1
3I!1,x N 1

3I,x
N 1

3I!2,y N 1
3I!1,y N 1

3I,y

%t

is the gradient

of the C1-continuous shape functions. Accordingly, the dis-
crete residual can be expressed as follows,

Rh
I =

.

!

N1
I

1
't

[ ch ! ch
n ] + 'N1

I & Mh 'chd!

+
.

!

$N1
I · [ Mh$µh

c + $Mh& 'ch ]d!

!
.

(

N1
I Mh $(µh

c ! & 'ch ) · nd(

!
.

(

Mh & 'ch$N1
I · nd(

.= 0 (19)

where 'N1
I = [N 1

3I!2,xx + N 1
3I!2,yy, N 1

3I!1,xx + N 1
3I!1,yy,

N 1
3I,xx + N 1

3I,yy] is the discrete Laplacian of the C1-
continuous natural element shape functions. Recall, that the
discrete residual in Eq. (19) is a vector-valued expression
with three components for each node I , that has to hold for
arbitrary nodal test function values, i.e., wh

I , w
h
I,x , w

h
I,y .

4.4 Linearization: Newton–Raphson method

For the solution of the highly nonlinear discrete residual
statement (19), we suggest an incremental iterative solution
strategy embedded in the Newton–Raphson method based on
a truncated Taylor series.

Rk+1
I = Rk

I + dRI
.= 0 with dRI =

n+

J=1

KI J · dcJ (20)

By taking into account all the implicit and explicit depen-
dencies through Mh, µh

c, and ch itself, the iteration matrix
KI J = $RI /$cJ takes the following explicit representation.

KI J =
.

!

N1
I

1
' t

N1
J d!

+
.

!

'N1
I &[ Mh 'N1

J + 'ch $c Mh N1
J ]d!

+
.

!

$N1t
I · [$µh

c $c Mh N1
J + Mh $cµ

h
c $ N1

J ]d!
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+
.

!

$N1t
I · &['ch $c Mh $N1

J + $Mh ' N1
J ]d!

+
.

!

$N1t
I · [& 'ch $c$Mh N1

J + Mh $c$µh
c N1

J ]d!

(21)

Recall that iteration matrix KI J is a three by three matrix,
and the dot product in its definition is taken over the two
spatial directions.

Remark 9 (Degenerate mobility) For the concentration-
dependent degenerate mobility M = D c [ 1 ! c ]/[RT ]
advocated in Section 2, the derivative $c M required to eval-
uate Eq. (21) takes the following format $c M = D [ 1 !
2c ]/[RT ].

Remark 10 (Chemical potential) For the chemical potential
µc = RT

/
log

)
c

1!c

*
+ 2% [1 ! 2c]

0
as proposed in Section

2, the derivative $cµc in Eq. (21) can be expressed as follows
$cµc = RT

/
1

c [1!c] ! 4%
0
. Values of RT = 1 and D = 1

are assumed for all numerical examples.

Remark 11 (Stability and accuracy) The generalized
trapezoidal method is flexible time discretization scheme that
allows for time discretizations with different orders of accu-
racy and stability. While for * = 0, the method is fully
explicit, * > 0 characterizes implicit schemes, a typical
example of which is the classical trapezoidal rule with * = 1

2
and the Euler-backward method with * = 1. In the context
of the Cahn–Hilliard equation discretized with finite element
methods, the midpoint method (Crank Nicolson) [30], the
trapezoidal rule [25], and the Euler backward method [16,21]
have been proposed. In the present manuscript, we adopt the
trapezoidal approach with * = 1

2 and combine it with a
heuristic adaptive time stepping procedure. For linear prob-
lems, the trapezoidal rule is known to be second-order accu-
rate and unconditionally stable. At large time scales the
damping characteristics encountered with the implicit Euler
backward scheme are absent in the present method.

Remark 12 (Adaptive time stepping scheme) A reliable
adaptive time stepping procedure is extremely crucial to
efficiently predict the evolution of concentrations using the
Cahn–Hilliard equation. The evolution process typically dis-
plays rapid variations during the initial phase separation
whereas alterations of the concentration field are rather
slow during the later stages of Ostwald ripening. We use
an adaptive time marching scheme in which the time step
size is continuously adjusted based on the convergence
behavior of the Newton Raphson iteration. In particular, we
divide the current time step size by two if more than six
Newton iterations are required to reach the incremental equi-
librium state, whereas otherwise, we increase the time step

size by 10%. This method has proven extremely powerful in
the numerical simulation of all stages of the Cahn–Hilliard
equation [21].

5 Examples

5.1 Unit square with constant initial conditions:
comparison of different spatial discretizations

A unit square ! = [!0.5, 0.5] % [!0.5, 0.5] domain is
considered for simulation using the proposed C1-continuous
natural element method. Periodic boundary conditions are
specified on the boundaries. A square subdomain !1 =
[!0.2, 0.2] % [!0.2, 0.2] is considered with its compliment
designated as !2 = ! \ !1, the initial conditions for this
case are given by

cini(x, 0) =
1

0.71 for x ( !1

0.69 for x ( !2.

These initial conditions are illustrated in Fig. 5. Model
parameters of % = 3/2, l2 = 1/3000, and a constant mobility
with of unit value are considered in the analysis. An initial
time step of 't = 1.7 % 10!7 is considered. The degrees of
freedom corresponding to the concentration gradients are ini-
tialized to zero. Two discretizations of 1057 and 3361 nodes
are considered for the analysis. The Voronoi diagrams of
these two discretizations are shown in Fig. 5b, c. The initial
conditions for these two discretizations are considered iden-
tical in a statistical sense. Gaussian quadrature is used for the
numerical integration of the discrete residuals (19) and their
linearizations (21). The analysis is performed to capture the
initial phase separation and a later stationary state of concen-
trations at which there is no appreciable change in the free
energy.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate snap-shots of the solutions com-
puted for the two discretizations considered in the anal-
ysis. The evolution of the concentration can basically be
categorized into two phases, a first phase, which is pre-
dominantly governed by spinodal decomposition and phase
separation, and a second phase which is characterized by
grain coarsening. During the first phase, we observe that
the concentration is driven into the binodal points in a
very fast process. The changes in the concentration are
primarily driven by the minimization of the local con-
figurational energy #con(c). The phase separation period
stops as soon as the local concentration takes values of
either of the two binodal points. The separation occurs
approximately between the times t = 1.836 % 10!7 and
t = 1.462 % 10!6. The two discretizations render sim-
ilar patterns during the initial phase separation. Approxi-
mately from t = 6.645 % 10!6 onwards, local changes
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Fig. 5 Box domain and discretization. a Initial conditions cini
1 = 0.71 in !1 and cini

2 = 0.69 in !2. b Coarse discretization with 1,057 nodes. c
Fine discretization with 3,361 nodes

in the concentration are primarily governed by the surface
free energy #sur(c). In order to minimize its contribution,
the generated patterns cluster and grains tend to coarsen.
This phenomenon of Ostwald ripening takes place on a
much longer time scale. Grain coarsening is a very slow
process and concentrations change between t = 3.237 %
10!5 and t = 9.782 % 10!5. Adaptive time stepping is
continued until a stationary state in the concentration is
reached, which displays no significant further changes in
energy.

A closer look at the concentration history indicates that
the evolution of the concentration tends to depend on the spa-
tial discretization. Similar steady state patterns are obtained
at all converged stages, indicating that the present formula-
tion gives reasonably good results even for coarser grids.
When the grids are too coarse, however, no meaningful
results can be obtained. The example was also run for a uni-
form time stepping scheme. No difference in the results was
observed in comparison to the adaptive scheme. This indi-
cates that the concentration evolution is sensitive to the spatial
resolution.

Another aspect studied is the ability of the numerical
scheme to accurately capture the interface between the two
phases.

Recall, that the width of the interface is determined
through the parameter & = l2 RT in the definition of the
surface energy (4) where, similar to other higher-order gra-
dient theories, l introduces an internal length scale. Figure 8a,
b shows the steady state concentration profile for the discret-
ization comprising of 1,057 and 3,361 nodes respectively.
A section A ! A from point [!0.5, 0] to [0.5, 0] is con-
sidered. Figure 8c shows the corresponding concentration
profile along the section A ! A. We observe that the
concentration profiles at the steady state are smooth and

the interface is captured well in both coarse and fine
discretizations using cubic natural element shape func-
tions. As expected, the smoothness of the interface is
more regular in the fine discretization than in the coarse
one.

Figure 9a shows the evolution of the free energy, the
configurational energy, and the surface energy. The initial
phase separation is greatly governed by the large values of
configurational energy, whereas the later stages of grain
coarsening are governed by the surface energy. Near the
stationary condition, at large adaptive time steps, all three
energy terms reach a steady state. A comparison of the total
free energy for the two discretizations considered is shown
in Fig. 9b. The evolution patterns are almost identical for
both the discretizations. The slope and smoothness of the
curves are greatly determined by the initial value of the con-
centration. For the assumed initial value closer to one of the
energy wells, we obtain a steep and smooth curve as shown in
Fig. 9b.

5.2 Unit square with plus-shaped concentration gradient:
Comparison of constant and degenerate mobility

A unit square ! = [!0.5, 0.5] % [!0.5, 0.5] domain is con-
sidered. A plus-shaped subdomain !1 = !a + !b of two
rectangular regions !a = [!0.25, 0.25] % [!0.125, 0.125]
and !b = [!0.125, 0.125] % [!0.25, 0.25] is considered
inside the unit square, with its compliment designated as
!2 = !\!1 as shown in Fig. 10. Two cases of mobility
are considered. In the first case a constant mobility with a
unit value is assumed. In the second case a degenerate con-
centration-dependent mobility defined as M = c[1 ! c] is
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Fig. 6 Spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration from an initial condition of cini
1 = 0.71 and cini

2 = 0.69 for coarse discretization and
trapezoidal time integration
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Fig. 7 Spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration from a initial condition of cini
1 = 0.71 and cini

2 = 0.69 for fine discretization and trapezoidal
time integration
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Fig. 8 Steady state profiles of concentration. a Coarse discretization
with 1,057 nodes. b Fine discretization with 3,361 nodes. c Profile of
concentration at section A ! A for X = (!0.5, 0) to X = (0.5, 0) for
coarse and fine discretizations

Fig. 9 Temporal evolution of the total free energy. a Evolution of con-
figurational energy, surface energy, and total free energy for fine dis-
cretization with 1,057 nodes. b Comparison of evolution of total free
energy for coarse and fine discretizations

applied. The initial conditions for the constant mobility case
are assumed as

cini(x, 0) =
1

0.9 for x ( !1,

0.5 x ( !2
.
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Fig. 10 Plus-shaped domain. a Initial conditions cini
1 = 0.9 and cini

2 =
0.5. b Voronoi diagram of nodes

For the degenerate mobility case the initial conditions are
assumed as

cini(x, 0) =
1

0.81 for x ( !1,

0.5 x ( !2
.

These initial conditions are illustrated in Fig. 10. The
model parameters of % = 1.5, l2 = 1/1,500 are consid-
ered for both cases. Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate the conver-
gence characteristics of the Newton iterations for the con-
stant mobility and the degenerate mobility case, respectively.

For both cases, we achieve the characteristic quadratic con-
vergence. the size of the time steps, and the tolerance used
for.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of concentration for the
constant mobility case. For the initial concentration values
considered, a very fast phase separation is observed between
t = 9.103 % 10!7 and t = 1.051 % 10!5. Driven by sur-
face energy minimization, the plus-shaped region evolves
in to a circular region as shown in Fig. 11g. Between t =
1.209 % 10!5 and the stationary state the evolution process
is characterized by grain diffusion and coarsening. For the
present constant mobility case, a steady state solution in
the bubble form of two half circles as shown in Fig. 11l is
obtained.

Figure 12 documents the evolution of the concentration
for the degenerate mobility case. The initial phase separation
process is fast and evolution profiles are similar to the con-
stant mobility case. The later stages of grain coarsening are
slow and correspond to large adaptive time steps, between
6.734 % 10!5 and 9.473 % 10!5. A geometric reasoning
has been given in earlier works regarding the topology of
the steady state solutions of Cahn–Hilliard equation [16]. It
has been shown that the free energy converges to the solu-
tion of the isoperimetric problem and that the steady state
solutions for the constant mobility case are more desirable.
For a unit square domain with periodic boundary conditions
the solution to the isoperimetric problem is well known,
and the minimum configurations are either a bubble or a
strip.

5.3 Unit square with random perturbations: influence
of different initial concentrations

A unit square ! = [!0.5, 0.5] % [!0.5, 0.5] domain is
considered for the analysis. Periodic boundary conditions
are specified on all boundaries. For studying the solution of
Cahn–Hilliard equation with slight initial inhomogeneities,
we assume a concentration of the form

c = cini + "pertb with "pertb = ±0.045

where "pertb is randomly generated noise. An adaptive
implicit Euler backward time stepping scheme based on an
initial time step size of 't = 1.765 % 10!7 is considered.
Model parameters of % = 3/2, l2 = 1/3,000 and a con-
stant mobility with unit value are considered for the analysis.
In this example, the focus is on studying the influence of the
initial concentration on the morphology of the concentration
during the phase separation process and at the steady state.
Four different initial concentration values of cini = 0.28,
cini = 0.5, cini = 0.63 and cini = 0.72 are considered. We
utilize a fine discretization with 3,361 nodes as shown in
Fig. 10b.
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Table 1 Convergence of
residual for unit square domain
with plus-shaped concentration
gradient with constant mobility

Step 2 Step 10 Step 25 Step 100

't = 8.925 % 10!8 't = 1.487 % 10!7 't = 2.683 % 10!7 't = 8.521 % 10!6

2.147 % 101 6.937 % 100 8.261 % 100 7.291 % 100

1.793 % 10!1 4.736 % 10!2 3.472 % 10!2 4.437 % 10!1

4.632 % 10!4 5.107 % 10!4 3.136 % 10!4 8.161 % 10!2

3.763 % 10!7 8.015 % 10!7 9.475 % 10!8 2.431 % 10!4

8.973 % 10!11 8.174 % 10!12 1.184 % 10!11 1.273 % 10!12

Table 2 Convergence of
residual for unit square domain
with plus-shaped concentration
gradient with degenerate
mobility

Step 2 Step 10 Step 25 Step 100

't = 8.925 % 10!8 't = 1.318 % 10!7 't = 2.741 % 10!7 't = 8.392 % 10!6

3.181 % 101 4.172 % 100 2.603 % 100 4.590 % 100

2.741 % 10!1 2.315 % 10!3 7.837 % 10!4 1.421 % 10!1

1.712 % 10!5 6.018 % 10!9 3.113 % 10!10 2.504 % 10!4

4.118 % 10!11 4.227 % 10!12 1.194 % 10!14 3.137 % 10!10

Similar to the previous examples, we observe that the
first stages of the evolution are driven by the minimiza-
tion of the configurational energy #con(c) driving the con-
centrations into the binodal points and resulting in phase
separation. Essentially, three types of morphologies are
observed during this phase separation phase depending on
the initial concentration cini as shown in Fig. 13. For an
initial concentration of cini = 0.28 and cini = 0.72
which are both close to either of the energy well regions,
we observe a particulate or bubble-type morphology as
shown in Fig. 13a, d. For an initial concentration of cini = 0.5
in the unstable spinodal region, we obtain a co-continuous
or worm-type morphology as shown in Fig. 13b. Lastly,
for a initial concentration of cini = 0.63 slightly away
from the spinodal region, we observe a combination of
both bubble-type and worm-type microstructures are illus-
trated in Fig. 13c. As expected, the total time required
for the phase separation phase indicates that the sepa-
ration process is much faster near the unstable spinodal
region.

Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17 illustrate the spatio-tempo-
ral evolution of the concentration field for these four initial
conditions, i.e., cini = 0.28, cini = 0.5, cini = 0.63, and
cini = 0.72. Similar to the previous examples, the initial
stage of phase separation is followed by long term effects
such as clustering of bubbles, bubble diffusion, and growth
of bubble- or worm-type morphologies. This process of Ost-
wald ripening is driven by the minimization of the surface
energy and its solution converges towards a stable state at
a much larger time scale. The sum of the configurational

and surface contribution to the free energy is finally mini-
mized at the illustrated end stages. For the initial concentra-
tion values of cini = 0.28 and cini = 0.72 lying near either
one of the double well regions, we observe from Figs. 14
and 17 that the steady state morphologies correspond to one
single bubble. For an initial concentration of cini = 0.63
slightly away from the spinodal region, the steady state mor-
phology displays one bubbles as shown in Fig. 16. For the
initial concentration of cini = 0.5 near the unstable spin-
odal region, the steady state profile is in the of form a bub-
ble as shown in Fig. 15. In general, the steady state mor-
phology may vary with varying initial random perturba-
tions. Different steady state morphologies are illustrated in
Fig. 18.

6 Discussion

In this manuscript, we have proposed the natural element
method as a paradigm for the solution of higher-order par-
tial differential equations. In particular, we have focused
on the design of a natural-element-based discretization
scheme for the Cahn–Hilliard equation. The Cahn–Hilliard
equation is a parabolic equation of fourth-order which is
characterized through a double-well potential that governs
the phase separation of an initially homogeneous mixture,
and a surface energy that minimizes the interface between
the resulting pure phases. It is this surface energy that intro-
duces fourth-order gradients which require higher-order con-
tinuity in the numerical discretization scheme. To construct
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Fig. 11 Spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration for a plus-shaped domain with constant mobility and trapezoidal time integration
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Fig. 12 Spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration for a plus-shaped domain with degenerate mobility and trapezoidal time integration
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Fig. 13 Influence of initial
concentration. a cini = 0.28 at
t = 5.394 % 10!6, b cini = 0.50
at t = 2.213 % 10!6,
c cini = 0.63 at
t = 9.741 % 10!7, and d
cini = 0.72 at t = 5.173 % 10!6

shape functions of higher order, we have applied a recently
proposed approach in which Bernstein basis functions of the
Bernstein–Bézier surface representation of a cubic simplex
are transformed into C1-continuous shape functions that
interpolate not only the concentration itself, but also its
spatial gradients. Their C1 interpolation has quadratic com-
pleteness, reduces to a cubic polynominal on the domain
boundary, and results in classical Hermitian shape functions
in one dimension.

The natural element method has several advantages over
conventional discretization schemes when solving higher-
order differential equations: (i) in contrast to finite differ-
ence methods or spectral methods, it is not restricted to
regular non-deforming grids; (ii) in contrast to classical
C1-continuous finite element methods, the present method
requires fewer degrees of freedom, especially in higher
dimensions; (iii) in contrast to nonlocal finite element
methods that are based on the discretization of two C0-
continuous fields, it works with exact gradients and not just

with their truncated Taylor series’ approximation; (iv) in con-
trast to discontinuous Galerkin methods, it does not require
a penalty parameter that ensures the weak enforcement of
higher-order continuity requirements.

Applicable to arbitrarily shaped domains, to irregular
grids, and to multiple dimensions, the natural element method
is computationally efficient, robust, and above all, very flex-
ible. These advantages come at the additional computational
cost of having to solve a system of equations not only for the
concentration itself, but also for its spatial gradient. The very
heart of the method, the computation of the C1-continuous
natural element shape functions, however, involves only
basic algebraic matrix-vector operations and does not signif-
icantly impact the overall computational cost. In summary,
the proposed algorithm has considerable potential, but further
mathematical proofs might be needed to rigorously quantify
its mathematical characteristics. We believe the natural ele-
ment method offers an elegant alternative to existing solu-
tions schemes for higher-order differential equations.
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Fig. 14 Spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration from a randomly perturbed initial condition of cini = 0.28 and trapezoidal time integration
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Fig. 15 Spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration from a randomly perturbed initial condition of cini = 0.5 and trapezoidal time integration
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Fig. 16 Spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration from a randomly perturbed initial condition of cini = 0.63 and trapezoidal time integration
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Fig. 17 Spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration from a randomly perturbed initial condition of cini = 0.72 and trapezoidal time integration
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Fig. 18 Different steady state
morphologies obtained for
different initial concentrations.
a cini = 0.28, b cini = 0.5,
c cini = 0.63, d cini = 0.72, and
varying initial random
perturbations "
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